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Get Ahead of the Technology Curve
Advantech Remote Evaluation Services

Advantech's Remote Evaluation Services (RES) are designed to help you rapidly evaluate performance of the latest silicon from leading
manufacturers on hardware platforms from our Networks & Communications Group (NCG). You can load your software onto Advantech
ATCA and eATCA Reference Platforms, High Performance Servers and Network Appliances for:

• Early evaluation
and benchmarking

• To perform
functional testing

• To get an early start on development while
you wait for your first systems to be delivered

The new service puts virtual control of your own test lab at your finger-tips. You no longer incur the costs of shipping heavy freight
around the world, purchasing expensive test rigs or breaking your back installing equipment in a lab which you probably wouldn't sit in
anyway.
The systems and platforms we propose are pre-integrated application ready platforms embedded in a qualified, dedicated, and secure
network test environment. You can easily check out the performance gains achievable on next generation Intel® CPUs and NICs or see
how their software scales across multiple blades in an ATCA system. You can measure the acceleration which Intel® DPDK and Intel®
QuickAssist offload can bring or simply get a grasp of terabit throughput on Advantech eATCA.

The following ATCA & eATCA system level solutions are available for evaluation:
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Intel Xeon E5 Series Processor Blades
Over 1 Tbps Switching Capacity

Intel Xeon E5 Series Processor Blades
Over 1 Tbps Switching Capacity

▪▪14-SLOT, 19" wide AdvancedTCA Shelf
fully integrated
▪▪Up to 12 Dual Intel® Xeon® blades
▪▪Dual and Dual Dual-Star backplane with
40G/100G Switches for non-blocking
base and fabric switching
▪▪300W+ per slot power distribution and
cooling capability

▪▪6-SLOT 19" wide, 6U high, AdvancedTCA
Shelf fully integrated
▪▪4 Dual Intel® Xeon® blades
▪▪Dual-Star and Triple-Replicated Mesh
backplane with 40G Switches for nonblocking base and fabric switching
▪▪300W+ per slot power distribution and
cooling capability

Intel® Xeon® E5 Series Processor Blades
Up to 20 10GbE Ports
▪▪2-SLOT, 19" wide, 3U high, AdvancedTCA
Shelf fully integrated with 2 Dual Intel®
Xeon® blade and choice of various RTMs

Other ATCA Configurations:
Integrating powerful, high performance ATCA systems has its constraints and can be a complex and lengthy process that's not
always as simple as plug and play. With a multitude of blade level permutations possible, each hardware payload needs to be carefully
reviewed to ensure the set-up will work as desired. In addition to the all-x86 configurations above, other Advantech DSP or NPU-based
blades can be integrated into the systems under test and configured to address a broader set of evaluation critera . Please contact us
to discuss your exact requirements.

The following platforms in other form factors are also available:

CGS-6000 Series

FWA-6512 Series

Test Environment
Network Overview

Network Elements
The RES network is comprised of several elements, namely:
RAS

Netarium™ ATCA Reference Platforms

Remote Access Server (RAS) is the first contact that the RES
system has with a firewall protection. A public IP and special
port number is assigned to you with appropriate credentials. You
also can upload applications via this server. The RES engineer
will create an account for you to upload the files if necessary.
The RAS has Ethernet and USB-to-Serial console ports for you to
access the EUs.

Advantech provides various carrier-grade ATCA platforms for
your evaluation. Each system can include different combinations
of ATCA blades, such as hubs and nodes, which include iA x86
blades, NPU blades, DSP blades and more.

ShMM
The Shelf Management Module in the ATCA platform is
responsible for the system's health management. You can check
the status of each blade and activate / deactivate the blades as
you like.

Packet Generator
In order to test the performance of the network devices,
Advantech also provides a Packet Generator (PG) which can
generate traffic as well as receive traffic to/from the EUs. The
PG is an option from the RES services; please contact your
Advantech sales representative if you are interested using this
option in the evaluation. Advantech PG supports 10Gbps/40Gbps
traffic.

Intel® QuickAssist Technology & Intel® Data Plane
Development Kit (Intel® DPDK)
Advantech's x86-based elements available for evaluation are all built on one foundation: The Intel® Platform for Communications
Infrastructure. Specifically designed for workload consolidation, they are all capable of performing application, control plane, and data
plane processing concurrently.
The platforms we provide can attain NPU-like packet processing performance by leveraging the performance-optimized libraries in
the Intel® DPDK to speed up packet processing and increase throughput. Our Remote Access Service experts will show how the Intel
DPDK can be evaluated. All the platforms for evaluation integrate Intel®QuickAssist Technology, a set of software modules for bulk
encryption, data compression, and other workloads critical to networking. As acceleration hardware embedded within the chipset, on
PCIe cards, NMCs or FMMs are available, compute-intensive algorithms can be off-loaded from the CPU cores, freeing up processor
cycles for application and control processing.
Advantech's platforms built on Intel Architecture (iA) now cover the broadest range of performance, cost and power levels, providing
you with both a scalable product range and a dependable upgrade path. High-performance processors offer extra features and
platforms scale up from dual processor servers to bladed ATCA systems, while lower-performance parts allow greater cost-optimization
in entry level appliances. Advantech's platform designs ensure that hardware acceleration based on Intel®QuickAssist Technology scale
with processing power and system connectivity and as the Remote Evaluation Services offering grows it will span our entire portfolio.
With Advantech platforms you'll soon discover how you can tap into iA with the guarantee of proven software compatibility spanning
multiple processor generations allowing you to commit to any platform today with the assurance your software investment is securely
future-proofed. Scalability makes it simpler to design a range of products using a common software base starting with desktop
appliances for SMB security and ranging to UTMs and policy enforcement engines leveraging the Intel®Data Plane Developers Kit and
Intel® QuickAssist Technology in next-generation network platforms.

Intel® DPDK - Architecture
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Figure 1. Intel ® Data Plane Development Kit

As shown in Figure 1 the key Intel® DPDK elements are buffer and memory management, queue management and packet flow
classification libraries, and poll mode drivers for network interface cards (NICs). The Intel DPDK supports a low overhead, run-tocompletion model, optimized for data plane performance. The environment abstraction layer includes platform specific guidelines and
initialization code, reducing the cost of application porting. The Intel DPDK supports a Linux userspace environment.
The Memory Manager creates a pool in memory space using a ring to store free objects. The Buffer Manager significantly reduces the
amount of time the operating system spends allocating and de-allocating buffers. The Queue Manager implements lockless queues,
instead of using spinlocks, allowing different software components to process packets, while avoiding unnecessary wait times. Finally
the DPDK Flow Classifier uses the Intel® Streaming SIMD Extensions (Intel® SSE) to implement hash based flow classification to quickly
place packets into flows for processing. This is an efficient mechanism that greatly improves throughput. Poll Mode Drivers for Ethernet
controllers are included and are designed to work without asynchronous, interrupt based, signaling mechanisms, greatly increasing the
packet pipeline performance.

Testimonials
Advantech Remote Evaluation Services

Polaris Networks is a leading provider of LTE EPC software solutions for Public Safety, Rural
Operators and DefenseProjects worldwide. Polaris's NetEPC™ is a compact EPC-in-a-box
solution (EPC Lite) which combines all the key elements of the EPC packet core – the MME, the
SGW and the PGW along with the HSS, PCRF, OCS and OFCS into a single platform.
"We originally developed NetEPC™ on a standard server and ported it to MicroTCA in our labs, but a vital step for Polaris was to prove
its capabilities on a NEBS-ready carrier grade ATCA Platform" said Aditya Saraf, VP, Sales and Marketing, Polaris Networks. "When
Advantech offered us the opportunity to accesstheir networklab toattempt a remote port on a Netarium™-2 AdvancedTCA platform, we
seized the occasion. From outset to finish took us all of three days with minimal but efficient R&D team collaboration and allowed us to
commence earlier trials with customers once full system and regression tests were complete."

Start Now your Evaluation Program
In order to register yourself for the program
your local Advantech sales representative to obtain a Remote Evaluation Services (RES) application form or request a
 Contact
representative to get back to you by contacting us at: NCG@advantech.com.

The RES services engineer will then
your requirements and allocate the necessary
 Review
hardware and network resource for your test purpose.

you with the necessary credential information.
 Provide
After this point, you can start to load your software and

The service engineer will set up a secure environment
and pre-install the required Operating System (OS) to the
Evaluation Unit.

conduct trial tests on the EU. Should you encounter any
access problems, please contact service department at
support.atcasi@advantech.com.

After the evaluation period, the OS, applications and system log will be purged immediately with a low-level format on the EUs'
storage devices. Because of this, if you plan to extend the evaluation period, please renew the RES request by submitting a news RES
application form at least three (3) days before the evaluation expires.

The program currently offers two levels of service:
LEVEL 1 ENTRY LEVEL
For preconfigured payloads a no-frills
service with support based on best effort
is available free-of-charge to pre-qualified
customers. Available preconfigured
payloads are described in the Platforms
tab.days before the evaluation expires.

LEVEL 2 PREMIUM LEVEL
A premium program establishes close
interaction between your development
team and Advantech service engineers
in order to agree on a bespoke system
configuration, software load and overall
network requirements.

Each program is accompanied by a corresponding level of service and response time.

Global Access, Local Support
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